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NYT “irresponsible journalism” can have fatal consequences
Assange refuses to disclose info on Russia's aggression in Ukraine
Ukraine’s rocket engine producer: NYT’s
“irresponsible journalism” can lead to fatal
consequences.
Russian pranksters “interrogate” Ukrainian missile
plant director, find no North Korean trace.
U.S. Secretary of Defense James Mattis during his
upcoming visit to Kyiv August 24 will emphasize
the U.S. commitment to strategic partnership with
Ukraine.
Germany provides additional humanitarian aid to
Ukraine in amount of EUR 1 million.
Exhibition honors Ukrainian soldiers killed in 2014
Illovaisk massacre despite Putin's 'Green corridor'
promise.

Assange refuses to disclose info on Russia's
aggression in Ukraine.
Putin names EU-sanctioned diplomat Antonov
Ambassador to U.S.
Ambassador of Ukraine to the UK asks The
Economist to stop calling Russia’s war in east
Ukraine a ‘civil war’.
StopFake #145 with Luc Chenier. Among the
disinformation debunked is a story a fringe
American web site claiming that the US supports
right radicals and fascists in Ukraine, we set the
record straight on the Ukrainian navy which is
definitely alive and kicking and deforestation in
Ukraine, who’s doing it and who’s lying about it.

Left: "Talisman for
the Defender"
project: children of
Uzhhorod made
lucky charms for
troops in East
Ukraine.
Right: Teaser of
“The Cyborgs”
movie about Donetsk
airport defenders

Can America look to Ukraine for Guidance on monuments?
North Korean missiles and Ukraine
North Korean missiles and Ukraine.
More than 100 neo-Nazi sites have moved to Russian
social networks.
Can America look to Ukraine for guidance on their
growing monument problem?
Mass graves of victims of political repression
discovered in Ivano-Frankivsk.
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Old UPA docs reveal revolutionary activities in
Soviet Ukraine in 1950s.
Beer labels, passports now apples of discord among
Poles, Lithuanians, Belarusians and Ukrainians.
Who wants a change of Ukraine’s Constitution, and
why.
A guide to Russia’s high tech tool box for subverting
US democracy.
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“We call landmines potatoes”- go inside the bread ceasefire
Putin’s aide Surkov playing central role in supervising Donbas militants
Aug 21. Militants fired 45 mortar shells in Luhansk
sector and over 130 rounds in Donetsk sector.

“We call landmines potatoes”: inside East Ukraine’s
precarious “Bread ceasefire”.

Aug 20. Militants fired at residential quarters in
Maryinka and Zaitseve.

Ilovaisk tragedy: eight Ukrainian fighters remain
prisoners of terrorists.

Donbas separatists deliberately set fields and forests
on fire.

Thousands of Russian volunteer fighters helped
Vladimir Putin create a proxy army to foment
conflict in Ukraine. In return, many say Putin has
given them nothing.

Putin’s aide Surkov playing central role in
supervising Donbas militants.
Three Russian sabotage groups exposed in Ukraine.
Leader of sabotage group of Russian secret services
detained in Kharkiv.
Kyiv Armored Plant upgrades T-72A tank for
Ukrainian army.
At least 2,500 civilians killed, between 7,000-9,000
injured during 3 years of Donbas conflict.

Right:

Russian occupants in Donbas masking Grads with
signs reading "Children on the roads," InformNapalm.
Research shows that teachers in East Ukraine, who
participated in a UNICEF psychosocial support
program, positively influence children’s pro-social
behavior, decrease their levels of emotional
problems and problems with peers. 893 schools in
war border regions are already covered in such
programs. Research results.

Left: Russia accuses Ukraine
of trying to sabotage
Crimean electricity with a
handsaw.
Right: A brief reminder as
Russia's war against Ukraine
enters into its fourth year.

Russia criminalizes more religious worship in occupied Crimea
Russians persecuting ethnic Ukrainians and other ethnic groups
Russians persecuting ethnic Ukrainians and other
ethnic groups, leading rights groups say.
Russia criminalizes more religious worship in
occupied Crimea
The bridge to Crimea takes shape.
.

Crimean Tatar political prisoner Ruslan Zeytullaev.
Zeytullaev stops hunger strike and renounces
Russian citizenship.
Wife of Crimea-detained Ukrainian citizen
Lymeshko: His case is trumped up, FSB forced him
to confess.

August 20th, Russia deploys armed police but fails
to stop vital Crimean Tatar resolution, warning of
persecution and discrimination.

Cowardly final brutality as Russia releases jailed
76-year-old Crimean Tatar Karametov.

Russia again flouts European Court to hide

Donbas militants and Russian FSB coordinate Fake
‘Ukrainian saboteur’ arrests.
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Ukraine is no. 1 in “Ease of doing business” gains since 2010
The Economist sparks outcry with its ranking of Kyiv in livable cities
Week’s balance: NABU efforts yield success,
hryvnia shows muscle, Cabinet to launch staffing
revolution.
Week’s political milestones. Yulia Tymoshenko’s
Facebook comment complicates her entry into the
new political season. Mikheil Saakashvili continues
to show serious intentions to return to Ukraine.
SBU revealed FSB criminal plot against former
ATO fighters, at the same time remaining impotent
against the Russian Center for Science and Culture
in Kyiv.
Return to selective justice feared in Ukraine over
prosecution of anti-corruption activist Vitaly
Shabunin.
Financial Times: Ukraine is world no. 1 in “Ease of
doing business” gains since 2010.

The UNDP in Ukraine plans to monitor the
delivery, quality and use of medicines which were
purchased at the budget cost within the framework
of cooperation with the Health Ministry.
Bitcoin of contention: cryptocurrency mining and
what does SBU have to do with it?
The Economist sparks outcry by placing the
Ukrainian capital among world’s bottom ten least
livable cities.
Pretrial detention for Rozenblat extended until Oct
17.
June 2017 hacker attack was aimed at collecting
info about Ukraine's enterprises.

In the current tourist season 3.1 million tourists
have already visited Kherson region, which is more
than in the temporarily occupied Crimea.

A Ukrainian man has
built a house out of
thousands of empty
bottles. Andriy Sisa
said it was cost
effective and energy
efficient.

Ukrainian startup Ugears to sign deal with Disney
Beekeeping business is buzzing in Ukraine
Germans interested in investing in alternative
energy development in Ukraine.
Ukrainian startup Ugears to sign deal with Walt
Disney Company to sell its mechanical wooden
models in Disneyland parks and Disney stores
worldwide.

Beekeeping business is buzzing in Ukraine.
Apple Inc. could be getting ready to ramp up its
presence in Ukraine, recent reports about the U.S.
tech giant indicate.
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Left: The “House with
Snakes”.
Right: The house of
Sikorsky
Photos capture the
decaying beauty of
historical buildings of
Kyiv.

Striking photos highlight sacrifices of Ukrainian veterans
Riding the currents: The origins of Dnipro, the city and its name
Ukraine's art Icon Ivan Marchuk showcases latest
creations.

Volunteers from abroad help Ukrainians restore
destroyed heritage sites.

Ukrainian regions recreated through flower art.

Riding the currents: The origins of Dnipro, the
city and its name.

Ukrainian boxer Oleksandr Gvozdyk blasts out
Craig Baker.
Striking photos highlight sacrifices of Ukrainian
war veterans.

Volodymyr Vanin: "The life span of the miniature
enamel painting is almost limitless". A creator the
President collar and the author of pieces for the
British Crown and the Royal Family of Serbia
about the past and present of enamel painting.
Abused circus bears are getting a new life.

Arthur Wei video
about Ukraine.
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